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Abstract 

 

C9orf72 ALS/FTD patients show remarkable clinical heterogeneity, but the complex 

biology of the repeat expansion mutation has limited our understanding of the disease. 

BAC transgenic mice were used to better understand the molecular mechanisms and 

repeat length effects of C9orf72 ALS/FTD. Genetic analyses of these mice demonstrate 

that the BAC transgene and not integration site effects cause ALS/FTD phenotypes. 

Transcriptomic changes in cell proliferation, inflammation and neuronal pathways are 

found late in disease and alternative splicing changes provide early molecular markers 

that worsen with disease progression. Isogenic sublines of mice with 800, 500 or 50 

G4C2 repeats generated from the single-copy C9-500 line show longer repeats result in 

earlier onset, increased disease penetrance, and increased levels of RNA foci and RAN 

aggregates. These data demonstrate G4C2 repeat length is an important driver of 

disease and identify alternative splicing changes as early biomarkers of C9orf72 

ALS/FTD. 
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Introduction 
 

The intronic C9orf72 G4C2 expansion mutation is the most common known 

genetic cause of both amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) and frontotemporal dementia 

(FTD)  (DeJesus-Hernandez, Mackenzie et al., 2011, Renton, Majounie et al., 2011). 

Proposed molecular mechanisms include C9orf72 protein loss-of-function, RNA gain-of-

function, and repeat associated non-ATG (RAN) protein toxicity (Ash, Bieniek et al., 

2013, Chio, Restagno et al., 2012, DeJesus-Hernandez et al., 2011, Gijselinck, Van 

Langenhove et al., 2012, Mori, Weng et al., 2013, Nguyen, Cleary et al., 2019, Renton et 

al., 2011, Stewart, Rutherford et al., 2012, van der ZeeGijselinck et al., 2013, Van 

Langenhove, van der Zee et al., 2013, Van Mossevelde, van der Zee et al., 2017b, Zu, 

Liu et al., 2013). Numerous mouse models have been developed to better understand 

the relative contributions of loss-of-function and gain-of-function mechanisms in disease 

(Atanasio, Decman et al., 2016, Burberry, Suzuki et al., 2016, Chew, Gendron et al., 

2015, Hao, Liu et al., 2019, Jiang, Zhu et al., 2016, Liu, Pattamatta et al., 2016, 

O'Rourke, Bogdanik et al., 2015, Peters, Cabrera et al., 2015, Schludi, Becker et al., 

2017, Zhang, Gendron et al., 2018, Zhang, Guo et al., 2019). While C9orf72 protein 

levels measured in autopsy samples are lower in C9 patients (Waite, Baumer et al., 

2014) C9orf72 knockout mice develop peripheral immune phenotypes but not ALS/FTD 

related phenotypes (Atanasio et al., 2016, Burberry et al., 2016, Jiang et al., 2016, 

O'Rourke et al., 2015) making it unlikely that C9orf72 loss of function alone is a major 

driver of disease. In contrast, Drosophila and mouse models that overexpress specific 

RAN proteins develop neurodegenerative and motor phenotypes (Atanasio et al., 2016, 

Burberry et al., 2016, Chew et al., 2015, Hao et al., 2019, Jiang et al., 2016, Liu et al., 

2016, Mizielinska, Gronke et al., 2014, O'Rourke et al., 2015, Peters et al., 2015, Schludi 

et al., 2017, Zhang et al., 2018, Zhang et al., 2019) indicating RAN proteins can be toxic 
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and may play a role in disease. RNA gain-of-function effects may cause RNA processing 

abnormalities that contribute to disease through the sequestration of RNA binding 

proteins by the repeat-containing sense and antisense transcripts. Studies on C9 iPSC 

derived neurons (iPSNs) and C9-ALS autopsy tissue have reported transcriptomic 

changes (Donnelly, Zhang et al., 2013, Ebbert, Ross et al., 2017, Prudencio, Belzil et al., 

2015). Additionally, a number of RNA binding proteins (RNA-BPs) that interact with short 

stretches of G4C2 repeats have been identified through unbiased interactome screens, 

including Pur-a, ADARB2, hnRNPH, hnRNPA1, hnRNPA2/B1, ALYREF, nucleolin and 

RanGAP1 (Cooper-Knock, Walsh et al., 2014, Donnelly et al., 2013, Freibaum, Lu et al., 

2015, Haeusler, Donnelly et al., 2014, Jovicic, Mertens et al., 2015, Lee, Chen et al., 

2013, Sareen, O'Rourke et al., 2013, Xu, Poidevin et al., 2013, Zhang, Donnelly et al., 

2015). Crosslinking immunoprecipitation (CLIP) analyses using autopsy material from 

the frontal cortex of C9-ALS patients shows that hnRNP-H binds to G4C2 transcripts with 

short repeats (Conlon, Lu et al., 2016). Since there is little consensus on which RNA 

binding proteins are sequestered by the G4C2 repeats, the role of RNA gain-of-function 

mechanisms in C9orf72 ALS/FTD remains unclear.  

There is remarkable clinical heterogeneity among C9orf72 expansion carriers 

with clinical presentations ranging from muscle wasting characteristic of ALS in some 

patients, to disinhibition and cognitive deficits characteristic of FTD in others. While 

some expansion carriers remain asymptomatic into their 90s, the frequency of reduced 

penetrance is not yet clear because patients with symptoms are much more likely to be 

seen by a physician and genetically tested compared to asymptomatic mutation carriers 

(Majounie, Renton et al., 2012, Murphy, Arthur et al., 2017). Repeat length and somatic 

repeat instability, which are known to contribute to Huntington disease and other repeat 
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expansion disorders (Jones, Houlden et al., 2017, Lee, Wheeler et al., 2015, Wright, 

Collins et al., 2019), may contribute to the reduced disease penetrance of C9orf72 

ALS/FTD, differences in age-of-onset and the wide-ranging clinical effects of the C9orf72 

expansion mutation (Chio et al., 2012, Murphy et al., 2017). However, because of 

ascertainment bias, technical difficulties in measuring repeat length and somatic 

instability in patients, it is challenging to study the effects of repeat length as a modifier 

of C9orf72 ALS/FTD (Hsiung, DeJesus-Hernandez et al., 2012, Van Mossevelde, van 

der Zee et al., 2017a).  

To better understand the molecular mechanisms of disease, we and others 

generated bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) transgenic mouse models that show 

molecular phenotypes of the disease including sense and antisense RNA foci and RAN 

protein aggregates, although the relative levels of these molecular phenotypes have not 

been directly compared (Jiang et al., 2016, Liu et al., 2016, O'Rourke et al., 2015, Peters 

et al., 2015).  Three of these models, which were developed on B6 genetic backgrounds 

showed no (O'Rourke et al., 2015, Peters et al., 2015)  or subtle hippocampal 

degeneration and social behavioral deficits (Jiang et al., 2016) but not typical features of 

ALS/FTD. In contrast, several independent lines of BAC transgenic mice generated on 

the FVB background (Liu et al., 2016) showed both the molecular and behavioral 

features of ALS/FTD including open field and DigiGait abnormalities, paralysis, motor 

neuron loss and decreased survival (Liu et al., 2016).  

Here we describe the transgene integration sites of these C9-BAC lines (Liu et 

al., 2016), further establishing that the ALS/FTD phenotypes in these mice occur 

independent of integration effects. RNAseq analyses, using the most penetrant single 

copy C9-500 line, show that transcriptomic profiles are distinct at different stages of 
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disease and that alternative splicing abnormalities are prevalent prior to onset of overt 

disease features suggesting their potential utility as early biomarkers of ALS/FTD. Using 

the single copy C9-500 line, we generated an allelic series of mice containing 800, 500 

or 50 repeats and demonstrate that longer repeat tracts in an isogenic background 

increase disease penetrance and decrease age-of-onset and survival. Taken together, 

these data demonstrate that ALS/FTD phenotypes in FVB C9-BAC mice are driven by 

gain-of-function effects of the expansion mutation, these effects occur independent of 

integration site and that repeat length is a major driver of disease.  

 

 
Results 
 
Phenotypes in C9-BAC mice independent of integration sites  

We previously reported the development of a BAC transgenic model of C9orf72 

ALS/FTD on the FVB/NJ background (Liu et al., 2016). Four independent lines were 

generated by pronuclear injection of a circularized BAC containing a 98.3 kb human 

DNA insert, including a large G4C2 repeat-expansion mutation (Fig 1A). To further 

characterize these mice, we performed whole genome sequencing to determine 

transgene break points, genomic integration sites, and number of transgene copies for 

each of the four BAC mouse lines. Transgene break and genomic integration sites were 

identified by computational analyses of discordant read-pairs from transgenic DNA 

compared to mouse and human reference genomes. Transgene copy number for each 

of the lines was determined by comparing the regional coverage depth of the BAC with 

the average coverage depth of the mouse reference genome. These data show that the 

transgenes in all four BAC lines were inserted into distinct single integration sites. 
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Transgene copy number for each of the lines was consistent with previous estimates 

based on Southern blot and qRT-PCR analyses (Liu et al., 2016).  

In the single-copy C9-500 line, the BAC transgene inserted between Chr 6(-): 

114,939,871 and Chr 6(-): 114,939,853 in the mouse genome resulting in an ~18 bp 

deletion in an intergenic region ~18.1 kb distal and ~64.5 kb proximal of the nearest 

flanking genes Vgll4 and Tamm41, respectively (Fig 1B). The breakpoint on the circular 

BAC transgene occurred 19,097 bp upstream of C9orf72. At the site of integration, the 

C9-500 line contains the full length C9orf72 gene containing ~500 G4C2•G2C4 repeats 

with ~19.1 kb of 5’ human flanking sequence and ~19.4 kb of 3’ human flanking 

sequence. The remaining sequence includes the pCC1BAC backbone followed by 32.0 

kb of human DNA originally 5’ of the breakpoint on the BAC. In summary, the BAC 

transgene in the C9-500 line has a single integration site containing a full-length copy of 

the C9orf72 gene, substantial human flanking sequence and ~500 G4C2•G2C4 repeats.  

In the C9-500/32 line, two copies of the transgene were integrated between 

mouse chromosome 18 (-) 17,919,900 and, and the flipped chromosome 18 (+) strand at 

position 18,526,504 (Fig S1A).  No annotated genes were found in this region and no 

decrease in coverage between the breakpoints was observed indicating a small mouse 

chromosomal rearrangement but not a mouse chromosomal deletion occurred in this 

region (Fig S1A). In the C9-500/32 line, the first copy of the integrated human transgene 

contains 46.6 kb of upstream and 19.4 kb of downstream flanking sequences and the 

full-length copy of the C9orf72 gene. The second transgene copy contains the full 51.6 

kb upstream flanking region and a small portion of C9orf72 which terminates 3’ of the 

repeat within the first intron. Southern blot analyses show that the larger repeat 
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expansion is located in the full length C9orf72 copy and the shorter expansion in the 

second copy containing the truncated C9orf72 gene (Fig S1B, C).  

The C9-36/29 line has three copies of the full-length C9orf72 gene, and one 

truncated copy inserted into the second intron of metallophosphoesterase 1 (Mppe1) 

(Fig S2A). Although the deletion of exons 3-4 of Mppe1 is predicted to lead to the 

expression of a truncated protein lacking the N-terminal region and a portion of the 

metallophosphoesterase domain, qRT-PCR and RNA sequencing detected no 

significant differences in transcript levels including over exons 3 and 4 (Fig S2B, C). 

While it is possible that a truncated metallophosphoesterase protein is expressed and 

could cause some type of deleterious effect, no overt phenotypic differences were found 

in this line compared to the other phenotypic lines.   

The C9-37 line has a single transgene insertion site on chromosome 4 at a 

position with no annotated genes. This insertion contains a partial copy of C9orf72 

extending from exon 1 into intron 9 plus 19.5 kb of endogenous human upstream 

flanking sequence. Due to the position of the transgene break, the pCC1BAC backbone 

plus an additional 17.3 kb of 3’ sequence is integrated further upstream of C9orf72 (Fig 

S2D).  The C9-37 line, which lacks the 3’ end of C9orf72, is the only line that does not 

contain a full-length copy of the transgene, and the only line that does not develop overt 

ALS/FTD phenotypes.  

We measured the levels of exon1a containing sense RNA transcripts by RT-

qPCR and polyGP RAN protein using a meso scale discovery (MSD) assay (Fig S3). 

RT-qPCR shows that the levels of sense expansion containing RNA transcripts in the 

brain from each of four C9-BAC lines correlate with transgene copies (Fig S3A). In 

contrast, the levels of polyGP RAN proteins are the highest in the most penetrant C9-

500 line in both the cortex and cerebellum (Fig S3B).  
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In summary, three independent C9orf72 BAC lines show similar ALS/FTD 

phenotypes (Liu et al., 2016), strongly supporting the hypothesis that these phenotypes 

are caused by the repeat expansion mutation and not disruptions of integration site 

genes or other changes at the various integration sites. Of the two lines with relatively 

short repeats (C9-36/29 vs C9-37), only the C9-36/29 line containing 4 copies of 

transgenes develops ALS/FTD phenotypes. This difference could result from the higher 

expression of the relatively small G4C2 expansions in the phenotypic C9-36/29 line (4 

transgene copies) compared with the C9-37 line (1 transgene copy) or the truncation of 

the C9orf72 gene found in the C9-37 line. 

 

C9orf72 protein overexpression not associated with disease in C9-500 mice  

To study if the integration of the transgene results in an upregulation of C9orf72 

protein levels that might contribute to phenotypes seen in the C9-500 line, we compared 

the levels of the C9orf72 protein in 20-week-old C9-500 mice with age-matched NT 

mice. Splice variants of the C9orf72 mRNA generate two isoforms of the protein with 

predicted sizes of ~55 kDa and ~35 kDa (Xiao, MacNair et al., 2015). Commercially 

available antibodies detect the long isoform. We used the C9orf72 Genetex antibody that 

detects both human and mouse C9orf72 proteins (Laflamme, McKeever et al., 2019) and 

confirmed antibody specificity by showing that the 55kDa protein is detected in the 

control but not C9orf72 KO brain lysates (generously donated by Dr. Robert. H. Baloh) 

(Fig 1C). While the levels of the C9orf72 protein trended towards an increase in C9-500 

mice, no significant upregulation was detected in cortical brain lysates from C9-500 

compared to NT mice (Fig 1D, E).  
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In summary, the phenotypic C9-500 mice show modest but insignificant elevation 

of C9orf72 protein suggesting that this change is unlikely to be a critical driver of the 

ALS/FTD phenotypes in this mouse model.  

 

Neuroinflammatory transcriptome changes predominate at end-stage 

 RNA dysregulation is thought to play a role in C9orf72 ALS/FTD (Butti & Patten, 

2018, Prudencio et al., 2015, Prudencio, Gonzales et al., 2017) but little is known about 

how the transcriptome is affected early in the course of disease or how these changes 

progress over time. To look for transcriptomic abnormalities that occur during disease 

progression, we performed RNA sequencing on frontal cortex samples from ten female 

C9-500 mice at 20 weeks of age with no overt cage behavior abnormalities (C9+ 

presymptomatic), four C9+ animals that developed acute rapidly progressive phenotypes 

(20-22 weeks old) (Acute) and three NT controls.  

 Sample to sample correlation based on differential gene expression measured 

using DESeq2 shows that the acute cohort of C9-500 mice have unique gene 

expression profiles. Additionally, global gene expression changes in the NT animals are 

similar to the C9(+) animals but acute animals were significantly different from both the 

NT and C9(+) presymptomatic animals (Fig 2A). In the Acute mice, we identified 2514 

upregulated and 2921 downregulated genes compared to NT animals, with false 

discovery rate (FDR) <0.05 (Fig 2A). Heat map of the top 50 significant genes in the 

Acute vs NT mice are shown in Fig S4. Gene ontology (GO) analyses in the Acute vs NT 

mice shows that the upregulated pathways include negative regulation of cell 

proliferation, inflammatory response and actin cytoskeleton organization, (p values 

indicated on the left) (Fig 2B). Significantly downregulated pathways include brain 
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development, synaptic organization and neuron projection development (Fig 2B). Since 

the Acute C9-BAC mice mimic the neuropathology seen in end-stage C9-ALS patients, 

we compared the gene expression profiles of the cortex from Acute mice and C9-ALS 

patients. RNA sequencing data obtained from the Prudencio et al. study (Prudencio et 

al., 2015) was reanalyzed using STAR (Dobin, Davis et al., 2013) for alignment Kallisto 

(Bray, Pimentel et al., 2016) to obtain transcript per million values. Using these 

parameters, we identified 36 genes that were consistently dysregulated between C9-

ALS and unaffected individuals in this dataset.  Of these, 15 of the 36 were also 

dysregulated in our acute mice, including SerpinH1 (Fig S5). This gene belongs to the 

serine protease inhibitor family, and several members of this gene family, including 

SerpinA3 and SerpinA1 are hypothesized to disrupt neuronal function and have been 

found to be differentially expressed in C9orf72 ALS patient autopsy tissue (Ebbert et al., 

2017, Prudencio et al., 2015).  

Since a large number of neuroinflammatory and neurodegenerative gene 

expression changes in the Acute cohort may have resulted from inflammatory and 

neurodegenerative processes that cause loss of neurons or increases in inflammatory 

cells, we estimated cell type changes in each sample. For this analyses, we used 

publicly available datasets that had characterized gene expression in seven different cell 

types (neurons, microglia, astrocytes, endothelial cells, oligodendrocyte precursor cells, 

myelinating oligodendrocytes and newly formed oligodendrocytes) in the mouse brain 

(Zhang, Chen et al., 2014). Because there is a considerable overlap between the 

expression profiles of oligodendrocyte precursor cells, myelinating oligodendrocytes and 

newly formed oligodendrocytes, we combined these cell types into a single category 

called “oligodendrocytes”. We observed an increase in the estimated proportion of 
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microglial, oligodendrocyte and endothelial cells in acute vs NT mice, and a decrease in 

estimated proportion of neurons in Acute vs NT mice (Fig 2C, Table 1). Additionally, 

significant albeit small differences were also observed between C9(+) presymptomatic 

and NT mice in the estimated proportion of endothelial, oligodendrocyte and neuronal 

cells, but not microglia (Fig 2C, Table 1). Consistent with these findings, IHC shows 

overt loss of immunoreactivity to the neuronal marker NeuN and increased staining of 

the microglial marker Iba1 in the acute mice compared to NT mice (Fig 2D). 

Interestingly, cresyl violet staining of C9(+) presymptomatic animals showed no overt 

pathology in the hippocampus (Fig S6). No significant differences were observed in the 

estimated proportion of astrocytes in acute or C9(+) mice relative to NT (Fig 2C).  

Taken together, robust changes in gene expression were seen in Acute mice 

compared to NT littermates. These changes are consistent with the neuronal loss and 

increased numbers of microglia in Acute compared to NT mice. Similarly, 

presymptomatic C9(+) animals showed modest changes in cell type specific genes 

associated with neurons, endothelial cells and oligodendrocytes compared to NT mice.  

Alternative Splicing Changes Characterize Disease States in ALS/FTD  

Changes in alternative splicing and alternative polyadenylation were previously 

reported in autopsy brains from C9-positive ALS but not C9-negative sporadic ALS 

cases (Prudencio et al., 2015). We examined alternative splicing variants in our mouse 

model using MISO analyses to identify changes that occur during disease progression. 

Although very few differentially expressed genes were detected in presymptomatic 

animals, 240 and 539 genes showed alternatively splicing changes in C9(+) 

presymptomatic vs NT and C9(+) Acute vs NT cohorts, respectively (Fig 3A). These 

results demonstrate that alternative splicing abnormalities are an early molecular 
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signature of C9orf72 ALS/FTD. Eighty-three of these alternative splicing events were 

shared between the Acute and C9(+) presymptomatic cohorts (Fig 3A) and the percent 

spliced in (psi) values of these shared events increase with disease progression (Fig 

3B). Elavl2, an RNA binding protein enriched in the neurons that affect neuronal 

excitability (Ince-Dunn, Okano et al., 2012), was found to be alternatively spliced in both 

C9(+) presymptomatic animals and Acute animals and the psi value increased with 

disease progression (Fig 3C). A summary of the alternatively spliced events found in 

both C9(+) presymptomatic and Acute animals is shown in Fig 3D. Because the psi 

values of these 83 genes are also changed in the presymptomatic mice and the psi 

values continue to increase with disease progression. Although beyond the scope of this 

study, these genes may be useful as biomarkers to monitor disease progression in C9-

ALS/FTD patients (Fig 3D, Table 2).  

GO analyses were used to better understand the categories of alternatively 

spliced genes that show changes in presymptomatic and Acute mice and changes 

common to presymptomatic and acutely affected animals (Fig 3E). MISO was also 

performed to detect alternative splicing changes in previously published RNAseq data 

from human autopsy tissue (Fig 3E).  Splicing changes occurring in both acutely affected 

mice and end-stage C9-ALS patients were enriched for several similar GO categories 

including genes with alternative splicing abnormalities that are normally involved in 

neuronal death, oxidative stress, cytoskeletal pathways and inflammation. In contrast, 

pathways dysregulated in presymptomatic mice include synaptic transmission and 

membrane localization. In summary, we show that alternative splicing perturbations 

occur early in disease and progressively worsen with increases in disease severity.  

Motif analyses of intronic regions flanking exons dysregulated in C9 ALS/FTD 
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In myotonic dystrophy, a well-established RNA gain-of-function disease, CUG or 

CCUG expansion RNAs sequester MBNL proteins into intranuclear foci, thus preventing 

their normal function in regulating posttranscriptional processing including alternative 

splicing and polyadenylation (Scotti & Swanson, 2016). As expected, sequence analyses 

of abnormally spliced exons from DM1 skeletal muscle are most significantly enriched 

for MBNL YGCY binding motifs (Fig S7).  

In contrast to DM1, sequence analyses of abnormal splicing events in C9(+) 

presymptomatic mice and acute mice shows the enrichment of a larger number and 

more diverse set of tetramer motifs, including AT and multiple types of GC rich repeat 

motifs (Fig 3E). A diverse set of repeat motifs are also enriched in the C9-ALS patient 

splicing data (Fig 3E). In contrast to the prominent involvement of a single category of 

RBP in DM1, the multiple types of RNA binding motifs found in the dysregulated genes 

in C9 ALS/FTD are consistent with published literature and indicate that C9orf72 RNA 

dysregulation may involve a larger group of RNA binding proteins, or may reflect 

concurrent processes that prevent unambiguous identification of a single RBP driver of 

disease (Fig 3E).  

In summary, we show that alternative splicing changes are found in C9-BAC 

mice and increase with disease severity and hence may provide useful biomarkers and 

tools to understand disease progression. In contrast to DM1, motif enrichment analyses 

shows that the alternative splicing changes found in our C9-BAC mice are unlikely to be 

caused by sequestration of a single category of RBP.  

Repeat length increases penetrance and decreases survival in allelic series 

of C9-BAC mice 
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Repeat length is a known modifier of disease severity in multiple repeat 

expansion diseases including Huntington disease, DM1 and multiple spinocerebellar 

ataxias (Gusella & MacDonald, 2000, Paulson, 2018). Somatic instability and technical 

difficulties measuring G4C2 repeat length in human C9orf72 patients have made the 

contribution of repeat length to age of onset and disease severity in C9orf72 ALS/FTD 

difficult to determine. To test the hypothesis that the length of the G4C2 repeat is an 

important modifier of age of onset and disease risk, we established an allelic series of 

mice from our most penetrant BAC transgenic line (C9-500). Taking advantage of 

intergenerational repeat instability observed during the maintenance of our colony (Liu et 

al., 2016), we selected and bred C9-500 animals that had repeat contractions or 

expansions and established sublines with 50 (C9-50) or 800 (C9-800) repeats (Fig 4A, 

B). Limited somatic repeat instability was observed between tail and brain DNA from the 

50 and 800 lines (Fig 4B).  The limited somatic instability of the G4C2•G2C4 expansion, 

the single-copy of the C9orf72 transgene and the identical insertion site shared by the 

C9-800, C9-500, and C9-50 sublines make these mice an ideal resource to test the 

effects of repeat length on age of onset and disease penetrance.  

To understand the effects of repeat length on disease, we performed a series of 

experiments on female mice from this allelic series. First, we performed DigiGait 

analyses at an early timepoint to test if phenotypes in the C9-800 mice were detected 

earlier than in the C9-500 cohort.  At 12 weeks of age, C9-800 mice showed 

abnormalities in 9 of 42 DigiGait parameters while the C9-500 mice showed 6 

differences compared to NT mice (Table 3). Additionally, 12 parameters were different 

between C9-800 and C9-500 mice (Fig 4C) including three key parameters typically 

involved in ALS: swing time, stride time and time of a stride when paw is in swing motion 
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(Mancuso, Olivan et al., 2011, Wooley, Sher et al., 2005). These data show gait abnormalities 

are found earlier in mice with longer repeats.   

Open field studies previously showed both slowed movement and hyperactivity in 

old C9-500 mice (12-18 months) (Liu et al., 2016). To test if increased repeat length 

causes earlier open field abnormalities, we examined the allelic series of mice at 24 and 

40 weeks of age. At 24 weeks there were no differences in ambulatory distance between 

any of the C9-50, C9-500 and C9-800 sublines compared to NT animals. In contrast, at 

40 weeks the C9-800 group showed a significant increase in ambulatory distance 

compared to both the C9-500 and NT cohorts (Fig 4D).  In contrast, no significant 

differences were found between the C9-500 or C9-50 animals and NT controls at this 

age. Open field analyses were also used to measure decreases in center time, a 

phenotype associate with anxiety-like behavior. At 40 weeks, both the C9-500 and C9-

800 animals showed decreased center time compared to NT controls.  Additionally, 

center time in the C9-800 animals was decreased compared to C9-500 mice (Fig 4E). 

Taken together, these data show open field abnormalities are found earlier with 

increased repeat length. 

Phenotypic mice show abnormal cage behavior including kyphosis, inactivity, 

severe dehydration, and hind-limb paralysis. Population census and cage behavior 

analyses, performed as previously described (Liu et al., 2016), comparing the 

percentages of dead, phenotypic and apparently healthy animals at 40 weeks, show 

significant differences between the C9-500 and C9-800 cohorts compared to NT 

controls. In contrast, C9-50 animals were not significantly different from NT animals (Fig 

4F). Although the overall phenotype distributions in the C9-50 cohort were not 

significantly different from the NT mice, several mice in the C9-50 line died with features 
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of ALS/FTD including paralysis, kyphosis, weight loss and neurodegeneration. These 

data demonstrate that repeats as short as 50 can cause C9orf72 ALS/FTD phenotypes, 

but with reduced penetrance compared to the C9-500 and C9-800 lines.  As previously 

reported (Liu et al., 2016), death in the C9-500 line begins at ~20 weeks of age. In 

contrast, death of animals in the C9-800 line begins earlier, at approximately 12 weeks 

of age. Kaplan Meier analyses shows a significant decrease in survival in the C9-800 

line compared to C9-500 animals by 52 weeks (Fig 4G). Taken together, these data 

demonstrate that increased repeat length leads to increased penetrance and earlier 

disease onset.   

RNA foci and RAN protein aggregates increase with increased repeat length in C9-

BAC mice 

Next, we performed experiments to understand the molecular changes 

associated with increases in repeat length. At 20 weeks of age, there was a significant 

increase in sense and antisense foci in the C9-800 dentate gyrus compared to the C9-

500 line (Fig 5A, B). Similar to our previously published data on mice with shorter repeat 

tracts (29-37 repeats) (Liu et al., 2016), sense and antisense RNA foci were not detected 

in animals in the C9-50 line (Fig 5A, B). Next, we compared RAN protein aggregates in 

the retrosplenial cortex by immunohistochemistry (IHC) or immunofluorescence (IF) 

using human α-GA1 and α-GP1 antibodies (Nguyen, Montrasio et al., 2020) (Fig 5C, 

S8A). At 40 weeks of age, there was a significant increase in percentage of cells with 

polyGA aggregates (71% vs 40%) and polyGP aggregates (22% vs. 15%) detected by 

IHC or IF in the C9-800 compared to the C9-500 mice (Fig 5C-E) while no GA or GP 

aggregates were detected in the C9-50 sub-line consistent with the decreased 

penetrance in this sub-line. IF studies performed at 20 weeks showed similar trends with 
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significantly higher levels of aggregates between the C9-800 vs. NT and C9-500 vs. NT 

but no difference between these groups (Fig S8B, C). The levels of soluble GP protein 

measured by MSD showed similar trends at 40 weeks (Fig S8D).  

In summary, our data demonstrate that repeat length is a modifier of disease in 

our C9-BAC transgenic mouse model. Mice with longer G4C2 repeat tracts show 

increased disease penetrance and earlier ages of onset and are characterized by 

increased levels of RNA foci and RAN protein aggregates. 

 

Discussion  

 
To understand the complex molecular mechanisms of C9orf72 ALS/FTD, more than a 

dozen mouse models have been developed (Atanasio et al., 2016, Burberry et al., 2016, 

Chew et al., 2015, Hao et al., 2019, Jiang & Cleveland, 2016, Liu et al., 2016, O'Rourke 

et al., 2015, Peters et al., 2015, Schludi et al., 2017, Zhang et al., 2018, Zhang et al., 

2019).  Among these, we reported multiple lines of C9orf72 ALS/FTD BAC transgenic 

mice that develop the behavioral, neuropathological and molecular features of disease 

(Liu et al., 2016). To further understand disease in this mouse model, we performed 

whole genome sequencing and show four independent lines of these BAC mice have 

unique integration sites. RNA sequencing identified alternative splicing changes affecting 

RNA processing and degradation pathways as an early molecular signature of disease, 

which worsens with disease progression. Similar to C9orf72 ALS/FTD patients (Butti & 

Patten, 2018, Prudencio et al., 2015, Prudencio et al., 2017), gene expression changes 

in neuroinflammatory and neurodegenerative pathways predominate in severely affected 

end-stage animals. Finally, isogenic sub-lines generated from the single copy C9-500 
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line with 800 repeats (C9-800) show increased RNA foci and RAN protein aggregates as 

well as earlier ages of onset and increased disease penetrance. These data 

demonstrate that phenotypes in our C9-BAC mouse model are caused by the repeat 

expansion, occur independent of transgene integration site and that longer repeat 

lengths decrease age of onset and increase disease penetrance.   

Patients with C9orf72 expansions mutation show remarkable heterogeneity in 

clinical presentation (Van Mossevelde et al., 2017a, Van Mossevelde et al., 2017b) and 

age of onset (Chio et al., 2012, DeJesus-Hernandez et al., 2011, Gijselinck et al., 2012, 

Gusella & MacDonald, 2009, Paulson, 2018, Renton et al., 2011, Stewart et al., 2012, 

van der Zee et al., 2013, Van Langenhove et al., 2013, Van Mossevelde et al., 2017a), 

but the role of repeat length as a disease modifier has been difficult to determine for a 

number of reasons. First, there is substantial somatic repeat instability and repeat 

lengths in blood are likely to be substantially shorter than those found in affected brain 

tissue (Nordin, Akimoto et al., 2015, van Blitterswijk, Baker et al., 2013). Southern 

blotting is the most common way to measure repeat length but somatic instability and 

the variation of repeat lengths within a single individual make comparisons of repeat 

length and age of onset in patients inaccurate. Additionally, GC rich expansion mutations 

are difficult to amplify by PCR and to sequence making small-pool PCR strategies to 

accurately measure the distributions of repeat lengths challenging (Dandelot & Gourdon, 

2018, Gomes-Pereira, Bidichandani et al., 2004).  

Our generation of an isogenic series of C9-BAC mice with 800, 500 or 50 repeats 

has allowed us to directly demonstrate that longer repeat tracts result in earlier onset of 

behavioral abnormalities and decreased survival compared to shorter alleles. These 

results, combined with the somatic instability seen in patients, suggest that targeting 
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DNA repair pathways may be a viable approach for mitigating disease in C9orf72 

ALS/FTD (Jones et al., 2017, Lee et al., 2015, Wright et al., 2019). While reducing 

repeat tract length in our mice did reduce disease penetrance, several C9-50 mice did 

show ALS/FTD phenotypes. The phenotypes found in the C9-50 animals, combined with 

previously published phenotypes in animals with 4 copies of the transgene containing 

36-29 repeats (Liu et al., 2016), suggest additional human studies are needed to 

understand the relative risks of shorter repeat expansion mutations and the potential role 

of somatic instability to exacerbate disease.  This may be particularly relevant for 

families with sporadic cases of C9orf72 ALS/FTD.  

Ectopic cytoplasmic localization of mutant TDP43, FUS and MATR3 or 

overexpression of wildtype TDP43, FUS and MATR3 protein has been shown to be 

associated with ALS phenotypes in patients and model systems, respectively (Lagier-

Tourenne, Polymenidou et al., 2010, Malik, Miguez et al., 2018, Mitchell, McGoldrick et 

al., 2013, Tada, Doi et al., 2018, Wils, Kleinberger et al., 2010). C9orf72, a DENN 

(differentially expressed in normal and neoplastic cells) domain containing protein, has 

been shown to play a role in autophagy and immune-regulatory functions (Lall & Baloh, 

2017, Levine, Daniels et al., 2013, Nassif, Woehlbier et al., 2017). Recently, it has been 

shown that a dose dependent increase in motor deficits was observed when single copy 

C9-500 mice were crossed with C9orf72 heterozygous and homozygous mice 

suggesting both loss of function and gain of function effects may contribute to C9orf72 

ALS/FTD (Shao, Liang et al., 2019). Additionally, it has been proposed that 

overexpression of C9orf72 protein may lead to toxicity in mouse models of disease 

(Hayes & Rothstein, 2016). Our data, showing that there are no significant differences in 

C9orf72 protein levels between C9-500 and NT mice combined with our allelic series 
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data, indicate that repeat length and not C9orf72 overexpression is the primary driver of 

the ALS/FTD phenotypes found in our mice.   

Substantial data suggest RNA gain-of-function effects contribute to C9orf72 

ALS/FTD (Barmada, 2015; Scotti and Swanson, 2016; Taylor et al., 2016) and a large 

number of RNA binding proteins have been proposed to be sequestered by the repeats.  

(Haeusler et al., 2016; Taylor et al., 2016). Circular dichroism studies performed on short 

stretches of sense repeats G4C2 show that the repeat can adopt G quadruplex, R loop 

or hairpin conformations and the antisense repeats likely adopt a hairpin conformation 

(Haeusler et al., 2014, Mizielinska, Grönke et al., 2014, Reddy, Zamiri et al., 2013). 

Since several of these predicted RNA binding proteins also contain low complexity 

domains, it is possible that multiple RNA binding proteins interact with repeat RNAs and 

form dynamic liquid droplet like structures that may be complicated to resolve (Jain & 

Vale, 2017, Lee, Zhang et al., 2016, Lin, Mori et al., 2016). The variability and complexity 

in secondary structures formed by the repeats make it more likely that multiple RNA 

binding protein are sequestered by these repeat motifs (Cooper-Knock et al., 2014), a 

possibility consistent with our data showing that genes with abnormal splicing events 

have a variety of RNA recognition motifs. 

Transcriptomic data from our acute C9-BAC mice are consistent with gene 

expression changes caused by ongoing apoptotic processes involved in cell death and 

inflammation found at end-stage disease. In contrast, transcriptomic profiles of 

presymptomatic mice showed minimal changes in gene expression but abundant 

changes in alternative splicing. Robust alternative splicing changes are also detected in 

neurons differentiated from C9orf72 patient iPSCs (iPSN), and similarly showed few 

gene expression differences compared to C9orf72 patient autopsy tissue (Donnelly et 
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al., 2013). In our mice, 240 genes are misspliced in C9(+) presymptomatic animals, and 

the psi values of 83 of these genes increase further in mice with acute end-stage 

disease. These genes include Elavl2, which has an RNA recognition motif (RRM) and 

has been predicted to play a role in ALS because of its similarity to TDP-43 and FUS 

(Lu, Lim et al., 2017).  Pard3, which regulates neuronal polarity has also been shown to 

be mis-spliced in ALS patient autopsy tissue (Yin, Lopez-Gonzalez et al., 2017b). These 

results, combined with the 83 other alternative spliced genes whose psi values increase 

with disease progression, highlight these alternative splicing changes as a novel and 

early molecular signature of C9orf72 ALS/FTD. 

A role of RAN proteins in disrupting alternative splicing has also been proposed. 

In cell culture experiments, ~5000 mis-spliced events were observed when astrocytes 

were treated with PR RAN protein (Kwon, Xiang et al., 2014). Additionally, it has been 

shown that in cell culture systems, GR and PR RAN proteins associate with low 

complexity domains of RNA binding proteins (Lee et al., 2016, Lin et al., 2016, Shi, Mori 

et al., 2017) and can cause mis-splicing in a U2snRNP dependent manner (Yin, Lopez-

Gonzalez et al., 2017a). In cell culture, these low complexity domain proteins are 

typically involved in the formation of membrane-less organelles such as stress granules 

and neuronal speckles (Protter & Parker, 2016, Taylor, Brown et al., 2016). Since 

splicing factors normally localize to the neuronal speckles, it is possible that RAN 

proteins interact with RNA binding proteins containing low complexity domains and 

disrupt splicing globally. Global splicing deficits would be likely to cause an increase in 

overall alternative spliced changes rather than the disruption of specific set of events 

mediated by the sequestration of a single family of RNA binding protein as is seen in 

myotonic dystrophy (Scotti & Swanson, 2016). These data combined with our data 

showing phenotypic C9-500 mice have more RAN protein aggregates compared to 
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asymptomatic C9-500 (Liu et al., 2016), suggests that RAN proteins could contribute to 

the early RNA splicing abnormalities found in our mice.  

Longer repeat lengths result in the expression of both longer expansion RNAs 

and increased RAN protein aggregates. Since both RNA GOF and protein toxicity are 

closely connected to repeat length, additional work will be needed to clarify the relative 

roles of RNA gain of function effects and RAN proteins in disease. Our mouse model is 

an excellent platform to address the contribution of specific disease mechanisms and for 

the development of potential therapies.  These C9-BAC mice were recently used to 

demonstrate that a human antibody targeting the GA RAN protein is sufficient to rescue 

behavior and survival phenotypes, without changing the levels of their corresponding 

expansion RNAs. These preclinical data highlight the therapeutic potential of targeting 

RAN proteins (Nguyen et al., 2020).  

Since the discovery of the C9orf72 expansion mutation, research has focused on 

understanding disease mechanisms and identifying therapeutic targets. Transgenic 

mouse models have contributed to these efforts, but ectopic overexpression and 

transgene integration can affect the resulting phenotypes and suitability for testing 

potential therapies. This issue is not restricted to C9-ALS as this issue also occurs in the 

widely used R6/2 mouse model of Huntington disease (Jacobsen, Erdin et al., 2017). 

Multiple features make our C9-500 BAC transgenic mice a valuable tool both for 

understanding the biology and time course of the disease and also for testing novel 

therapeutic strategies. First, the phenotypes in our mice, which contain the full-length 

C9orf72 gene and substantial flanking sequences, are not affected by integration site. 

Second, the C9-500 line carries one copy of the transgene expressed at levels 

comparable to the endogenous C9orf72 ortholog in mice. Third, we have identified a 

group of alternative splicing as a molecular signature of disease that worsen with 
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disease progression and may be useful biomarkers of disease. Finally, we demonstrate 

that repeat length increases disease penetrance and that the phenotypes in our mice are 

caused by a gain of function of the repeat expansion. Taken together, our data provide 

mechanistic insight into C9orf72 ALS/FTD and demonstrate that our mice are a robust 

tool to study the disease and to test therapeutic strategies for disease intervention.  
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 Figures: 

 

Figure 1: Characterization of transgene integration site, RAN protein expression 

and C9orf72 protein levels in C9-BAC mice.  

A) BAC construct containing human C9orf72 gene and 51.6 kb and 19.4 kb of upstream 

(orange) and downstream (blue) flanking sequence, respectively.  

B) Map showing breakpoint and integration of the BAC in an intergenic region on mouse 

chromosome 6.  

C, D) Protein blots probed with a-C9ORF72 antibody.  

E) Protein blot quantitation.   

Data information: Statistical analyses for panel E were performed using one-way 

ANOVA with Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons with mean +/- SEM shown; 

not significant (ns) = p > 0.05.  

See also Figure S1, 2 and 3. 
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Figure 2: Prominent neurodegenerative and neuroinflammatory changes in acute 

end-stage C9-BAC mice  

A) Sample-to-sample correlation plot shows increased correlation in gene expression 

changes among Acute mice and C9(+) presymptomatic mice but not between groups.  

B) Gene ontology analyses of gene expression changes in Acute vs NT mice.  

C) Cell type enrichment analyses in NT, C9(+) presymptomatic and Acute mice. 

Statistical tests and significance are shown in Table 1.  
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D) Immunohistochemistry of Acute C9-BAC mice stained for neuronal (NeuN) and 

microglial (Iba1) markers. Inset shows zoom-in of microglial staining. Acute (i) and (ii) 

represent earlier and later disease stages in C9-BAC mice, respectively.  

See also Figure S4,5,6. 
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Figure 3: Abundant alternative splicing changes in C9-BAC mice.  

A) Venn diagram showing number of alternative splicing changes in Acute and 

presymptomatic mice compared to NT mice.  
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B) Alternative splicing events found in both presymptomatic and Acute animals show 

delta psi values for a group of markers increase with disease severity.  

C) Elavl2 is alternatively spliced in both the C9(+) presymptomatic [C9(+)] and Acute 

mice.  

D) Gene IDs and corresponding Dpsi values in C9(+) presymptomatic and Acute 

animals. Additional information on alternative splicing events is provided in Table 2.  

E) Gene Ontology categories are shown for alternatively spliced events found only in: 

C9(+) presymptomatic mice, both presymptomatic and Acute animals (intersection), only 

Acute animals and C9-ALS patients.  

F) Motif analysis of alternative splicing events in presymptomatic C9(+) mice, Acute 

C9(+) mice and C9-ALS patients shows enrichment of motifs.  

See also Figure S7. 
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Figure 4: Earlier onset and increased penetrance in isogenic C9 sublines with 

longer G4C2 expansions.  

A) Breeding strategy of expansion and contraction lines established from the C9-500 

animals with spontaneous intergenerational instability.  

B) Southern blots of tail and brain DNA from F3 C9-500 mice and C9-800 and C9-50 

sublines.  

C) Gait abnormalities in C9-800 mice at 3 months of age. NT n=44, C9-500 n=38, C9-

800 n=24. All parameters listed in Table 3.  

D) Open field analyses comparing the percentage change in ambulatory distance in C9-

50, C9-500 and C9-800 mice compared to NT mice at 24 weeks (NT n=9, C9-50=10, 

C9-500=9, C9-800=13) and 40 weeks (NT n=9, C9-50=6, C9-500=18, C9-800=10).  
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E) Open field analyses showing percentage time spent in center of chamber for NT, C9-

50, C9-500, C9-800 cohorts (NT n=9, C9-50=6, C9-500=18, C9-800=10).  

F) Population census with percentage of female mice that are sick, healthy and 

phenotypic using multifactorial scoring criteria.  

G) Kaplan-Meier survival curves of female mice from NT (n=31), C9-50 (n=23), C9-500 

(n=36) and C9-800 (n=52) cohorts. 

Data information: Statistical analyses for panels D and E were performed using one-way 

ANOVA and Tukey’s multiple comparison test with mean +/- SEM shown; not significant 

(ns) = p > 0.05;  **p<0.01; ****p <0.0001; ****p <0.0001. In (F), Chi square test was 

used, ****p<0.0001. In (G) Gehan-Breslow-Wilcoxon test, *p<0.05.  
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Figure 5: Molecular features of C9orf72 ALS/FTD in C9-BAC mice increase with 

increase in repeat length.  

A, B) Quantification of fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) detection of sense (A) 

and antisense (B) RNA foci in the dentate gyrus of the hippocampus.  

C) Immunofluorescence (IF) showing representative images of GA and GP RAN protein 

aggregates in the retrosplenial cortex of 40-week old female C9-500 and C9-800 mice.  
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D) Quantification of GA and GP RAN protein aggregates was done in a blinded fashion 

and is shown as the percentage of neurons with aggregates in NT, C9-50, C9-500 and 

C9-800 mouse cohorts.  

Data information: Statistical analyses for (A), (B) and (D) done using a one-way ANOVA 

with Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons. Mean +/- SEM, *p<0.05, **p<0.01, 

****p <0.0001.  

See also Figure S8. 
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Table and legends 

Table 1: Cell type analysis on transcriptome data from NT, C9(+) presymptomatic 
and Acute mice 

Astrocytes 

 
Endothelial cells 

 
Microglia 

 
 
Neuron 
 
 Samples Mean 1 Mean 2 Statistics P value P adj 
1 NT vs C9(+) 0.68 0.65 25.62 <0.0001 <0.0001 
2 NT vs Acute 0.68 0.52 53.21 <0.0001 <0.0001 
3 C9(+) vs Acute 0.65 0.52 54.08 <0.0001 <0.0001 

 
Oligodendrocytes 
 
 Samples Mean 1 Mean 2 Statistics P value P adj 
1 NT vs C9(+) 0.186 0.207 -18.742 <0.0001 <0.0001 
2 NT vs Acute 0.186 0.269 -46.016 <0.0001 <0.0001 
3 C9(+) vs Acute 0.207 0.269 -44.485 <0.0001 <0.0001 

 
 
 

 Samples Mean 1 Mean 2 Statistics P value P adj 
1 NT vs C9(+) 0.075 0.084 -13.735 <0.0001 <0.0001 
2 NT vs Acute 0.075 0.106 -31.664 <0.0001 <0.0001 
3 C9(+) vs Acute 0.084 0.106 -27.118 <0.0001 <0.0001 

 Samples Mean 1 Mean 2 Statistics P value P adj 
1 NT vs C9(+) 0.025 0.025 -2.220 0.02 1 
2 NT vs Acute 0.025 0.075 -52.523 <0.0001 <0.0001 
3 C9(+) vs Acute 0.025 0.075 -53.598 <0.0001 <0.0001 

 Samples Mean 1 Mean 2 Statistics P value P adj 
1 NT vs C9(+) 0.037 0.035 0.651 0.5 1.000 
2 NT vs Acute 0.037 0.034 3.575 <0.0001 0.700 
3 C9(+) vs Acute 0.035 0.034 4.256 <0.0001 0.04 
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Table 2: Common alternative splicing events in C9(+) presymptomatic and Acute 
mice 

#Event symb Acute ∆psi Acute P value C9(+) ∆psi C9  (+) P value 
chr2:38514581:38514658:+@chr2:3
8514733:38514864:+@chr2:385505
53:38550671:+ 

Nek6 -0.38 0.03 -0.16 0.02 

chr15:93410692:93410783:+@chr15
:93420284:93420490:+@chr15:9342
4014:93424075:+ 

Pphln1 -0.29 0.03 -0.25 0.02 

chr3:81036416:81037554:+@chr3:8
1131018:81131076:+@chr3:811414
05:81141600:+ 

Pdgfc -0.29 0.03 -0.25 0.01 

chr2:32244234:32244389:+@chr2:3
2244786:32244950:+@chr2:322455
47:32245677:+ 

Pomt1 -0.28 0.03 -0.21 0.01 

chr19:40344356:40344439:-
@chr19:40340045:40340146:-
@chr19:40336986:40337035:- 

Sorbs1 -0.27 0.03 -0.10 0.01 

chr2:79657147:79658349:+@chr2:7
9658670:79658846:+@chr2:796602
33:79660310:+ 

Ssfa2 -0.26 0.03 -0.15 0.02 

chr19:4161068:4161215:-
@chr19:4159566:4159705:-
@chr19:4159403:4159460:- 

Rps6kb2 -0.26 0.03 -0.16 0.01 

chrX:74018130:74018366:-
@chrX:74017901:74018017:-
@chrX:74017130:74017511:- 

Irak1 -0.14 0.03 -0.15 0.02 

chr11:31908825:31908875:+@chr11
:31918801:31918824:+@chr11:3192
0409:31920582:+ 

Cpeb4 -0.24 0.03 -0.16 0.03 

chr6:29361294:29361487:+@chr6:2
9361560:29361753:+@chr6:293660
40:29366206:+ 

Calu -0.24 0.03 -0.21 0.02 

chr5:5556065:5556156:-
@chr5:5555238:5555406:-
@chr5:5546353:5546405:- 

Gtpbp10 0.11 0.03 0.12 0.03 

chr8:127409556:127409707:+@chr8
:127410729:127410773:+@chr8:127
415570:127415797:+ 

Pard3 -0.24 0.03 -0.19 0.01 

chr17:56686006:56686061:+@chr17
:56692521:56692721:+@chr17:5669
6602:56696638:+ 

Ranbp3 -0.23 0.03 -0.20 0.03 

chr7:27507947:27508103:+@chr7:2
7515251:27515447:+@chr7:275160
40:27520041:+ 

Prx -0.23 0.03 -0.19 0.03 

chr6:112644588:112644747:-
@chr6:112628462:112628524:-
@chr6:112619851:112620904:- 

Rad18 -0.20 0.03 -0.20 0.03 

chr6:149310322:149310377:+@chr6
:149324732:149324800:+@chr6:149
325405:149329784:+ 

2810474O19
Rik 

-0.20 0.03 -0.15 0.04 

chr15:34117880:34118110:+@chr15
:34121423:34121512:+@chr15:3412
3668:34123766:+ 

Mtdh -0.18 0.03 -0.13 0.02 

chr2:124298575:124298655:+@chr2
:124400243:124400365:+@chr2:124
489985:124490012:+ 

Sema6d 0.12 0.03 0.12 0.03 

chr16:59618795:59618850:-
@chr16:59618666:59618678:-
@chr16:59613321:59613844:- 

Arl6 -0.18 0.03 -0.17 0.03 

chr17:15499888:15500024:+@chr17
:15501154:15501202:+@chr17:1550
2962:15503128:+ 

Tbp -0.18 0.03 -0.17 0.03 

chr16:3984991:3987176:-
@chr16:3982979:3983242:-
@chr16:3981585:3981687:- 

Slx4 -0.15 0.03 -0.14 0.01 

chr2:22957018:22957118:-
@chr2:22950184:22950270:-
@chr2:22946576:22946761:- 

Abi1 0.16 0.03 0.17 0.03 

chr18:12862107:12862713:-
@chr18:12841184:12841346:-
@chr18:12819505:12819661:- 

Osbpl1a -0.15 0.03 -0.11 0.01 

chr10:19904563:19904713:-
@chr10:19894725:19894802:-
@chr10:19894250:19894358:- 

Pex7 -0.14 0.03 -0.10 0.03 

chr1:193362013:193362133:-
@chr1:193361580:193361667:-
@chr1:193359719:193359847:- 

Camk1g -0.14 0.03 -0.14 0.02 

chr13:58160152:58160238:+@chr13
:58162838:58162881:+@chr13:5816
3433:58164693:+ 

Idnk -0.14 0.03 -0.11 0.03 

chr8:69744461:69744587:-
@chr8:69744192:69744252:-
@chr8:69742859:69743269:- 

Zfp963 0.11 0.03 0.11 0.02 

chrX:50573224:50573351:-
@chrX:50573015:50573141:-
@chrX:50569277:50570291:- 

Firre 0.15 0.03 0.13 0.02 
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chr5:5557213:5557406:-
@chr5:5555238:5555382:-
@chr5:5547927:5548000:- 

Gtpbp10 0.15 0.03 0.11 0.04 

chr16:87914154:87914404:-
@chr16:87896809:87896895:-
@chr16:87895897:87896351:- 

Grik1 -0.18 0.03 -0.20 0.03 

chr14:47704187:47704277:+@chr14
:47704420:47704488:+@chr14:4770
5763:47705800:+ 

Ktn1 0.16 0.03 0.10 0.03 

chr10:14760289:14760710:+@chr10
:14766677:14767025:+@chr10:1477
0155:14770556:+ 

Nmbr -0.12 0.03 -0.17 0.02 

chr11:4118625:4118729:-
@chr11:4116681:4116756:-
@chr11:4111894:4111937:- 

Sec14l2 0.17 0.03 0.12 0.03 

chr19:4811172:4811634:-
@chr19:4793926:4794009:-
@chr19:4792398:4792820:- 

Gm21992 0.18 0.03 0.14 0.04 

chr17:56011866:56011962:+@chr17
:56012271:56012492:+@chr17:5601
4941:56015109:+ 

Mpnd 0.18 0.03 0.15 0.03 

chr4:91260761:91260986:-
@chr4:91254141:91254179:-
@chr4:91250767:91253570:- 

Elavl2 0.19 0.03 0.12 0.03 

chrX:71376887:71376910:+@chrX:7
1379014:71379064:+@chrX:713832
00:71383275:+ 

Mtmr1 0.21 0.03 0.19 0.03 

chr17:85615594:85615743:-
@chr17:85614648:85614727:-
@chr17:85609090:85611748:- 

Six3os1 -0.17 0.03 -0.25 0.01 

chr7:96694770:96695025:+@chr7:9
6702642:96702740:+@chr7:967039
26:96704161:+ 

Tenm4 0.17 0.03 0.19 0.01 

chr6:42350946:42351148:+@chr6:4
2351270:42351362:+@chr6:423514
75:42351969:+ 

Zyx 0.22 0.03 0.20 0.01 

chr8:3606267:3606406:+@chr8:360
6504:3606820:+@chr8:3607791:360
7890:+ 

Camsap3 0.22 0.03 0.17 0.03 

chr5:140713053:140713172:+@chr5
:140714293:140714384:+@chr5:140
714567:140714685:+ 

Brat1 0.23 0.03 0.23 0.01 

chr11:102224734:102224955:-
@chr11:102219145:102219281:-
@chr11:102218416:102218781:- 

Hdac5 0.26 0.03 0.18 0.03 

chr15:99319131:99319254:-
@chr15:99318918:99319017:-
@chr15:99317223:99318372:- 

Fmnl3 0.26 0.03 0.14 0.04 

chr2:124298575:124298655:+@chr2
:124400243:124400364:+@chr2:124
489985:124490012:+ 

Sema6d 0.11 0.03 0.18 0.02 

chr5:32785549:32785626:-
@chr5:32774396:32774466:-
@chr5:32764773:32764948:- 

Pisd -0.12 0.03 -0.17 0.04 

chrX:60295189:60295292:-
@chrX:60293607:60293657:-
@chrX:60292319:60292383:- 

Atp11c 0.27 0.03 0.17 0.04 

chr7:4010466:4010503:-
@chr7:4010251:4010300:-
@chr7:4007073:4009834:- 

Lair1 0.30 0.03 0.15 0.03 

chr4:21746656:21746774:+@chr4:2
1747483:21747576:+@chr4:217481
37:21750546:+ 

Ccnc 0.30 0.03 0.21 0.02 

chr2:157560448:157560535:+@chr2
:157561213:157561293:+@chr2:157
561542:157562519:+ 

Nnat 0.31 0.03 0.17 0.02 

chr19:12577090:12577170:+@chr19
:12583923:12584122:+@chr19:1258
6835:12589696:+ 

Fam111a 0.31 0.03 0.17 0.04 

chr17:94747617:94748417:-
@chr17:94743932:94743994:-
@chr17:94740386:94740755:- 

Mettl4 0.38 0.03 0.24 0.01 

chr12:101082451:101084025:+@chr
12:101084284:101084499:+@chr12:
101088042:101088927:+ 

D130020L05
Rik 

-0.17 0.03 -0.30 0.01 

chr6:145211170:145211244:+@chr6
:145214522:145214784:+@chr6:145
215184:145215271:+ 

Etfrf1 0.37 0.03 0.26 0.03 

chr7:73514090:73514151:-
@chr7:73507806:73507913:-
@chr7:73504988:73505128:- 

Chd2 -0.23 0.03 -0.15 0.03 

chr10:128645721:128645993:-
@chr10:128643875:128643968:-
@chr10:128642629:128642733:- 

Ikzf4 -0.31 0.03 -0.16 0.04 

chr8:85841002:85841103:+@chr8:8
5843021:85843112:+@chr8:858756
34:85875723:+ 

Phkb -0.15 0.03 -0.16 0.02 
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chr18:59062381:59062562:+@chr18
:59065835:59065885:+@chr18:5907
2193:59072417:+ 

A730017C20
Rik 

-0.20 0.03 -0.20 0.03 

chr7:123179717:123179859:+@chr7
:123180249:123180395:+@chr7:123
180540:123180677:+ 

Tnrc6a -0.34 0.03 -0.19 0.04 

chr11:95046921:95047046:-
@chr11:95046449:95046590:-
@chr11:95044482:95045763:- 

Itga3 0.26 0.03 0.22 0.03 

chrX:135751945:135752017:+@chr
X:135796142:135796336:+@chrX:1
35797553:135797629:+ 

Gprasp1 -0.24 0.03 -0.08 0.04 

chr4:118234959:118235103:-
@chr4:118231486:118231791:-
@chr4:118230695:118230888:- 

Ptprf 0.18 0.03 0.05 0.04 

chr16:45408856:45409053:-
@chr16:45400222:45400303:-
@chr16:45396969:45397295:- 

Cd200 -0.15 0.03 -0.04 0.02 

chr2:71228600:71228690:+@chr2:7
1233649:71233708:+@chr2:712359
15:71236030:+ 

Dync1i2 -0.15 0.03 -0.06 0.03 

chrX:151835224:151835292:+@chr
X:151836222:151836329:+@chrX:1
51840056:151840154:+ 

Huwe1 -0.13 0.03 -0.04 0.03 

chr9:31157695:31157847:-
@chr9:31156190:31156225:-
@chr9:31153414:31153499:- 

Aplp2 -0.12 0.03 -0.04 0.03 

chr3:146458743:146458840:+@chr3
:146459679:146459840:+@chr3:146
463899:146465771:+ 

Ctbs 0.14 0.03 0.06 0.04 

chr11:70609166:70609254:+@chr11
:70609408:70609431:+@chr11:7060
9554:70609717:+ 

Mink1 -0.15 0.03 -0.07 0.02 

chr4:11287475:11287633:-
@chr4:11285078:11285173:-
@chr4:11281004:11281124:- 

Dpy19l4 -0.13 0.03 -0.07 0.03 

chr11:28434081:28434157:-
@chr11:28396046:28396165:-
@chr11:28385692:28388948:- 

Ccdc85a 0.15 0.03 0.09 0.04 

chr4:9635901:9635969:-
@chr4:9624360:9624401:-
@chr4:9610843:9610938:- 

Asph -0.12 0.03 -0.06 0.04 

chr8:77155202:77155318:+@chr8:7
7187520:77187664:+@chr8:772106
44:77210774:+ 

Nr3c2 -0.13 0.03 -0.07 0.03 

chr13:107022012:107022114:-
@chr13:106996747:106997129:-
@chr13:106993848:106993942:- 

Kif2a 0.12 0.03 0.06 0.04 

chr7:109960074:109960422:-
@chr7:109935482:109935553:-
@chr7:109934693:109934802:- 

Dennd5a 0.14 0.03 0.08 0.04 

chr10:81314992:81315118:+@chr10
:81317326:81317403:+@chr10:8131
7766:81319974:+ 

Pip5k1c -0.14 0.03 -0.08 0.04 

chrX:74337911:74338054:+@chrX:7
4338134:74338368:+@chrX:743384
59:74338601:+ 

Plxna3 0.12 0.03 0.08 0.02 

chrX:95166424:95166486:-
@chrX:95165593:95165970:-
@chrX:95130836:95131015:- 

Arhgef9 -0.11 0.03 -0.07 0.01 

chrX:152178964:152179090:+@chr
X:152180997:152181092:+@chrX:1
52202908:152203169:+ 

Iqsec2 0.11 0.03 0.09 0.03 

chr16:32898878:32898939:+@chr16
:32900633:32900707:+@chr16:3290
2419:32902545:+ 

Fyttd1 -0.10 0.03 -0.09 0.03 

chr11:75349669:75349814:+@chr11
:75382250:75382394:+@chr11:7538
7411:75387500:+ 

Smyd4 -0.08 0.03 -0.10 0.03 

chr4:129600983:129601134:+@chr4
:129601407:129601533:+@chr4:129
602195:129602261:+ 

Tmem234 0.09 0.03 0.12 0.03 

chr2:31950529:31950590:+@chr2:3
1962215:31962281:+@chr2:319696
30:31969792:+ 

Aif1l -0.07 0.03 -0.13 0.04 

chr5:81771584:81771680:+@chr5:8
1792361:81792412:+@chr5:817942
64:81795347:+ 

Adgrl3 0.10 0.03 0.17 0.01 
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Table 3: DigiGait parameters of 12-week old females  

Parameters (41 in total) Unit NT vs C9-500 NT vs C9-800 C9-500 vs C9-800 
Significant Parameters 
(Desired FDR=5%) (real#) 6 9 12 

 Swing    (s)  ns ****p<0.0001 ****p<0.0001 
Swing/Stride   (%)  ns **p=0.0052 *p=0.0176 
 Brake   (s)  ns ns ns 
 Brake/Stride   (%)  ns ns ns 
 Propel   (s)  ns ns *p=0.0255 
 Propel/Stride   (%)  ns ns ns 
 Stance  (s) *p=0.0444 ns **p=0.0020 
 Stance/Stride  (%) ns **p=0.0052 *p=0.0174 
 Stride  (s) ns ****p<0.0001 ****p<0.0001 
 Brake/Stance  (%) ns ns ns 
 Propel/Stance  (%) ns ns ns 
 Stance/Swing  (real#) ns *p=0.0134 ns 
 Stride Length  (cm) ns ****p<0.0001 ****p<0.0001 
 Stride Frequency  (steps/s) *p=0.0292 ***p=0.0001 ****p<0.0001 
 Paw Angle   (deg) ns ns ns 
 Absolute Paw Angle  (deg) ns ns ns 
 Paw Angle Variability  (deg) ns ns ns 
 Stance Width  (cm) *p=0.0292 ns ns 
 Step Angle  (deg) ns ns ns 
 Stride Length Variability  (cm) ns ns ns 
 Stance Width Variability  (cm)  **p=0.059 ns ns 
 Step angle Variability  (deg)  ns ns *p=0.0283 
 #Steps   (real#)  ns ns ns 
 Stride Length CV   (CV%)  ****p<0.0001 ****p<0.0001 ns 
 Stance Width CV   (CV%)  ***p=0.0006 ns *p=0.0243 
 Step Angle CV   (CV%)  ns ns *p=0.0202 
 Swing Duration CV   (CV%)  ns ns ns 
 Paw Area at Peak Stance  (cm2)  ns ns ns 
 Paw Area Variability at Peak Stance   (cm2)  ns ns ns 
 Hind Limb Shared Stance Time   (s)  ns ns ns 
 Shared/Stance   (%)  ns ns ns 
 Stance Factor   (real#)  ns ns ns 
 Gait Symmetry   (real#)  ns ***p=0.0001 ****p<0.0001 
 MAX dA/dT   (cm2/s)  ns ns ns 
 MIN dA/dT   (cm2/s)  ns ns ns 
 Tau - Propulsion   (real#)  ns ns ns 
 Overlap Distance   (cm)  ns ns ns 
 Paw Placement Positioning  (cm)  ns ns ns 
 Ataxia Coefficient   (real#)  ns ns ns 
 Midline Distance   (cm)  ns ns ns 
 Paw Drag   (mm2)  ns ns ns 
#, number; CV, coefficient of variation; ns, not significant in one way ANOVA; desired FDR (false discovery rate) set to 5%; 
NT n=44; C9-500 n=38; C9-800 n=24. 
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 Table 4: Primers used for PCR 

Primer name Sequence 
Mppe1-F GGCACCATGTCTGGTTTGTT 
Mppe1-R AGACTGGTCGGTGATCTCGT 
Probe-F AGAACAGGACAAGTTGCC 
Probe-R AACACACACCTCCTAAACC 
C9GT-F AGTTGGGTCCATGCTCAACAA 
C9GT-R ACTGTTCTAGGTACCGGGCT 
1a-F GCCCACGTAAAAGATGACGC 
1a-R CCTCCTAAACCCACACCTGC 
AS-F AGTCGCTAGAGGCGAAAGC 
AS-R CGAGTGGGTGAGTGAGGAG 
C9mRNA-F TCTCCAGCTGTTGCCAAGAC 
C9mRNA-R TCCATTCTCTCTGTGCCTTCT 
mACT-F TCGTGCGTGACATCAAAGAG 
mACT-R GATCTTCATGGTGCTAGGAG 
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